Archery is the fastest growing sport in America because of the focus, dedication and confidence involved. Barnett has always focused on who the archer is; that’s why our youth bows and accessories help families draw together. If you want to start youth archers off on the right draw, equip them with Barnett.
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CENTERSHOT™

COMPOUND BOW

INCLUDES
- Arrow rest
- Soft-touch finger rollers
- Two arrows and quiver
- Adjustable sight pin

AGES 5–8
- 18-23” draw length
- True ambidextrous shoot-through riser fits all archers
- Soft-touch reinforced grip

DRAW WEIGHT
17 LBS.

#BAR200STR • UPC: 0 4260900025 8
CENTERSHOT™
RECURVE BOW

DRAW WEIGHT
15 LBS.

AGES 5-8
• 17” draw length
• True ambidextrous shoot-through riser fits all archers
• Soft-touch reinforced grip
• Bow length is 44.5” tip to tip

INCLUDES
• Arrow rest
• Soft-touch finger rollers
• Two arrows and quiver
• Adjustable sight pin

#BAR100STR • UPC: 0 4260900026 5
VORTEX™ JUNIOR
COMPOUND BOW PACKAGE

DRAW WEIGHT

18–29 LBS.

- 22-25” draw length
- Adjustable in 1” increments with included modules
- 60-70% let-off
- Right-handed bow
- 26.75” axle to axle
- 6.5” brace height
- Package serves as carrying case
- Constructed to ATA/AMO standards

INCLUDES

- Sight
- Arrow rest
- Three arrows and quiver

#1109 • UPC: 0 4260901109 4
**VORTEX™ COMPOUND BOW PACKAGE**

**DRAW WEIGHT**

**19-45 LBS.**
- 22-27" draw length
- Adjustable in 1" increments with included modules
- 60-70% let-off
- Right-handed bow
- 28" axle to axle
- 7" brace height
- Package serves as carrying case
- Constructed to ATA/AMO standards

**INCLUDES**
- Sight
- Arrow rest
- Three arrows and quiver

#1105 • UPC: 0 4260901105 6

---

**VORTEX™ H2O BOWFISHING BOW**

**DRAW WEIGHT**

**31-45 LBS.**
- 26.625-28" draw length
- Adjustable in 1" increments
- 60-70% let-off
- Compact 28" axle to axle allows for easy handling on boat
- Right-handed bow
- Package serves as carrying case
- Constructed to ATA/AMO standards

#1108 • UPC: 0 4260901108 7
TOMCAT™ 2
COMPOUND BOW

DRAW WEIGHT
17-22 LBS.

AGES 8-12
- 20-22” draw length
- Adjustable in 1” increments
- Parallel limb design greatly reduces hand shock
- 60-70% let-off
- Right-handed bow
- 3-pin fiber optic “Brightglo” sight
- Constructed to ATA/AMO standards

INCLUDES
- Soft-touch finger rollers
- Two arrows

#1278 • UPC: 0 4260901278 7
QUICKSILVER™
RECURVE BOW

DRAW WEIGHT
15 LBS.

AGES 5-8
- 18-22" draw length
- Ambidextrous riser
- Soft-touch reinforced grip

INCLUDES
- Finger rollers
- Two arrows
- Adjustable sight pin

#1276 • UPC: 0 4260901276 3
WILDHAWK™ 2

COMPOUND BOW

DRAW WEIGHT

18 LBS.

AGES 5-8

• 18-22" draw length
• Ambidextrous riser (dealer assistance required)
• Soft-touch reinforced grip

INCLUDES

• Finger rollers
• Two arrows
• Adjustable sight pin

#1269 • UPC: 0 4260901269 5
VERTIGO™

COMPUND BOW

DRAW WEIGHT

25 LBS.

AGES 7-10

- 24-26" draw length
- Ambidextrous riser (dealer assistance required)
- Soft-touch reinforced grip

INCLUDES

- Finger rollers
- Two arrows
- Adjustable sight pin

#1265 • UPC: 0 4260901265 7
SLINGSHOTS & ACCESSORIES

**PRO DIABLO™ SLINGSHOT**
Upgrade to professional status. The three-piece stabilizer and adjustable sight take you to another level of slingshot accuracy.

- Sight system
- Wrist brace
- Contoured soft-touch grip
- Weighted stabilizer
- Standard power bands
- Complete shooting guide

#17005 • UPC: 0 4260917005 0

**DIABLO™ SLINGSHOT**
Get increased power and precision with the Diablo™. Complete with detachable wrist brace, this top-performer will fit you like a glove.

- Detachable wrist brace
- Contoured soft-touch grip
- Weighted stabilizer
- Standard power bands
- Complete shooting guide

#17066 • UPC: 0 4260917066 1

**COBRA™ SLINGSHOT**
The Cobra™ revolutionizes slingshot design with increased performance and precision. Its one-of-a-kind front stabilizer and sight system add a new level of accuracy.

- Extended detachable wrist brace
- Magnum red power bands
- Contoured soft-touch grip
- Complete shooting guide
- Ships with target ammo

#16043 • UPC: 0 4260916043 3
BLACK WIDOW™ SLINGSHOT
The design that changed slingshots forever: the Black Widow™ introduced the foldaway wrist brace for improved portability and storage.
- Foldaway wrist brace
- Standard bands
- Ships with target ammo

#17018 • UPC: 0 4260917018 0

STRIKE NINE™ SLINGSHOT
It’s the ideal introduction to slingshots. The Strike Nine™ offers durable construction with solid range and accuracy.
- Contoured soft-touch grip
- Standard bands

#17301 • UPC: 0 4260917301 3

REPLACEMENT BANDS
- Manufactured to fit all Barnett™ slingshots
- Features leather pouch

Magnum
#16000 • UPC: 0 4260916000 6

Standard
#16045 • UPC: 0 4260916045 7

SLINGSHOT AMMO
- Great for target practice and hunting small animals
- Specially designed for Barnett™ slingshots

100-Count Trainer Ammo
#19204 • UPC: 0 4260919204 5

50-Count .38 Cal Steel Ammo
#16087 • UPC: 0 4260916087 7

140-Count .38 Cal Steel Ammo
#19205 • UPC: 0 4260919205 2
**SPITFIRE® BLOWGUN & DARTS**

Action and adventure that will take your breath away. Barnett’s Spitfire® blowgun enables you to accurately launch suction-cup darts with just a puff of air.

- Pack doubles as belt holster
- One-way mouthpiece prevents dart inhalation

**INCLUDES**
- 2 blow guns
- 8 suction-cup darts
- 1 multi-color target

**Blowgun Package**
#1066 • UPC: 0 4260901066 0

**Replacement Darts**
#16250 • UPC: 0 4260916250 5

**BANDIT® CROSSBOW & SAFETY DARTS**

This exciting toy, designed to feel like a real Barnett crossbow, teaches aspiring young hunters skill and accuracy. The durable bow features front and back sights for accurate shots up to 25 feet.

- Front and back sights
- Shoots up to 25 feet

**INCLUDES**
- 1 toy crossbow
- 3 suction-cup safety darts
- 1 multi-color target

**Bandit Toy Crossbow Package**
#1037 • UPC: 0 4260901037 0

**Replacement Safety Darts**
#16074 • UPC: 0 4260916074 7
YOUTH ARCHERY TARGET

• 22” x 24” Ethafoam® target
• Designed for bows with draw weights up to 25 lbs.

#1084 • UPC: 0 4260901084 4

JUNIOR ARCHERY ARROWS

• Created specifically for Barnett™ youth archery products
• Available in 3-pack

#19007 • UPC: 0 4260919007 2